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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

One of the restaurant owners we interviewed made the statement: “some level of a parking 

problem is actually a good thing”. While not intending to be too tongue in cheek, we agree with 

this statement. It is certainly better to have some level of a “parking problem” than the alternative 

of having oceans of non-tax producing, half vacant surface parking lots that drain energy from  

downtown. Cedar Falls has done a great job of protecting its historic Main Street over the years 

and in attracting high quality urban development more recently. The level of new residential 

development in particular is attracting a demographic that is breathing new 24/7 life into 

downtown. 

As positive as these recent developments are for the tax base and the overall energy of downtown, 

these recent developments have also raised concerns by downtown businesses, employees and 

stakeholders about the impact on parking. The misperception that these projects were allowed to 

proceed “without any parking” is simply not true. The Hampton Inn, River Place and 200 West 1st 

Street projects were all required to provide parking for residential uses at ratios that are actually 

more stringent than recommended parking ratios published by the Institute of Transportation 

Engineers (ITE) and the Urban Land Institute (ULI). 

It is true that the projects were not required to provide parking for commercial land uses in mixed-

use projects located in the C-3 zoning district. Parking exempt policies in downtown urban districts 

are good policies because they encourage density that increases the City’s tax base. Parking 

exempt policies also help to protect historic buildings from demolition, prevent sprawl, and 

encourage walkability. Requiring each land use to create its own on-site parking is bad urban 

policy because it results in inefficient auto-dominated sprawl. Minimum parking requirements are 

also wasteful because they discourage shared parking opportunities.  

While we can build a strong argument that parking exempt districts are good urban policy, it must 

be acknowledged that this policy in turn makes it incumbent on the City to ensure that sufficient 

public parking infrastructure is in place to support both existing businesses and new development. 

It also places responsibility on the City to develop additional public parking capacity, when 

needed, in a planned and logical manner that best serves all of downtown. With all the recent 

development activity downtown, the reality is that the City is relying on the same amount of public 

parking infrastructure that has been in place for decades. 

The results of our field observations and parking utilization data collection indicate that public 

parking assets are sufficient during normal weekday activity, but that public parking facilities are 

operating at or above capacity during the busiest dining periods, particularly weekend evenings. 

However, we also observed large areas of private surface parking that is well located to serve Main 

Street, but which remains unused because signs threaten towing. Whether these private 

businesses actually tow or not is irrelevant – the signs clearly send the message that if you park 

here, you could get towed. 
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Considering the increased pressure and activity from recent developments, the proper 

management of existing public parking assets is vital to a healthy, well-functioning downtown. 

Proper management of street parking is especially important because it represents the largest 

amount of public parking available in the downtown district, and it is the most preferred parking 

for visitors and customers (and, unfortunately employees). One of the greatest challenges for a 

downtown like Cedar Falls is how to effectively manage employee parking while also ensuring 

that sufficient parking remains available for customers and bar/restaurant patrons.  

If structured parking is needed (which we believe will be needed if the current pace of 

development continues), the City should not build a stand-alone public parking structure. Instead, 

we believe a better and more sustainable solution will be for the City to work with future 

developers in creating Public/Private Partnerships (P3) to create additional parking that is open to 

the public on a project-by-project basis. This approach will provide the long-term benefit of 

ensuring that adequate parking infrastructure and capacity will follow development as it occurs, 

but in a shared an efficient manner. In building or financing structured parking, the public needs 

to understand that parking fees and rates charged will never be sufficient to cover debt service, 

and that other forms of financing will be needed in the form of Tax Increment Financing (TIF), an 

increase in the SSMID or other sources of public financing.  

As we discovered in our comparable city analysis, downtown Cedar Falls is unique in that we were 

not able to identify any other downtown quite like it in Iowa. Considering this, our 

recommendations are specific to the conditions we observed in Cedar Falls and we believe they 

will result in positive outcomes. Moving forward, we believe the recommendations contained in 

our final report document will improve conditions in the short and mid-term until additional 

parking capacity can be developed. However, our short-term solutions cannot happen without 

the cooperation of private sector businesses and property owners who own and control private 

parking facilities. 

Cedar Falls is a high quality of life community with a beautiful and successful downtown. It is 

apparent that downtown has benefitted by having good leadership and a high level of 

cooperation over the years between the City and Community Main Street. We hope and trust that 

this high level of cooperation continues as the City and CMS work together to transform the 

downtown parking program into a model program that is balanced and which offers choices and 

options for downtown patrons, employees and residents. 
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SECTION I – INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY   
 

Downtown Cedar Falls has experienced a level of revitalization activity in recent years that is quite 

remarkable for a city of its size. While most would agree that some level of a “parking problem” 

is actually a good thing for downtown, the amount and location of recent development projects 

have caused concerns from downtown stakeholders that there may be a lack of parking to support 

continued growth and development. In response to concerns raised by downtown businesses and 

property owners, the City of Cedar Falls conducted a Request for Proposals (RFP) in the fall of 

2018 to solicit proposals from qualified consulting firms to conduct a comprehensive parking 

study for the downtown area. As a result of this RFP process, Wantman Group, Inc. (WGI) was 

selected to perform the requested consulting services. 

Our work effort included significant stakeholder outreach in the form of an online survey, 

interviews with downtown business and property owners, and two public workshops. Our data 

collection efforts included electronic Geographic Information System (GIS) mapping to inventory 

all parking in the study area; to include on-street and off-street, and both public and private 

parking facilities. Once the parking inventory was mapped and documented, WGI technicians 

conducted field observations to document parking occupancies on multiple data collection days. 

Our data collection included typical weekday counts; lunchtime counts; weekend/evening counts, 

and specific field observations for the “Jingle and Mingle on Main” special event on December 6, 

2018. 

Other areas of focus for the parking study included a parking system revenue and expense 

financial analysis; a review of parking policies and regulations; a review of the parking enforcement 

program and technologies used; a comparable cities analysis; and parking impact analyses for the 

Hampton Inn project, the 200 West 1st development, and the River Place development at full 

buildout. The results of our analysis and public outreach efforts and a summary of our findings 

and recommendations are included in this final report document. 
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Downtown Parking Study Area 
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SECTION II – SUMMARY OF PUBLIC OUTREACH 

Stakeholder Interviews/Public Workshops 

As we stressed in our initial RFP submittal, WGI believes strongly in meaningful Stakeholder 

outreach and public involvement for a downtown parking study of this nature. This high level of 

public outreach helps to ensure that the recommended solutions that are developed as part of 

the analysis receive buy-in from the community in general; and from downtown businesses, 

property owners, employees and visitors more specifically. 
 

We used a number of methods to engage downtown stakeholders and the public, which included 

small group round-table discussions, one-on-one interviews, an online survey, and two public 

workshops. Both of the public workshops were well attended. The first public workshop was held 

on December 5, 2018 and it focused primarily on the results of the online parking survey (the 

survey results are summarized below). The second public workshop was held on January 15, 2019 

and it focused on the primary findings and recommendations of our analysis.  
 

A recap of the primary issues that came up during our stakeholder interview sessions is 

summarized below: 

 

Restaurants  
 

▪ All restaurant owners said they tell employees not to park on-street close to the businesses 

where they work, but they also admit there is no way to ensure that employees are parking 

farther out. 
 

▪ Restaurant owners on Main Street indicated that, when any one restaurant has a special 

event or promotional event or party, all other restaurants are negatively impacted due to 

the lack of parking. 
 

▪ Concerns were raised about the Wells Fargo development project and the fact that it will 

take away free, unrestricted parking that is currently being used by employees. 
 

▪ One established restaurant owner said that 2016 was their best year; but that 2017/2018 

business is down; and he attributed the drop to new restaurants opening in the past two 

years. 
 

▪ None of the owners interviewed were opposed to the concept of paid parking/street 

meters if paid parking would help to better manage downtown public parking. 
 

▪ Dimly lit side streets and late-night security concerns were mentioned by bar and 

restaurant owners as a reason employees do not feel comfortable walking farther than one 

block. 
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Daytime/Retail Businesses Interviewed 
 

▪ One of the retailers made the statement that the City’s parking codes “favor new 

development over existing buildings”. 
 

▪ Many owners said they miss the “gravel lot” that previously allowed free, unrestricted 24/7 

parking east of the former Lot D that was displaced by the River Place development. 
 

▪ One retailer mentioned the need for more “grab and go” short-term parking spaces for 

customers who are only trying to pick up or drop off items (this was also mentioned by a 

restaurant owner for take-out food orders). 
 

▪ One long-time downtown retailer believes the entire downtown “renaissance” occurred as 

a result of parking meters being removed from downtown in 2001.  
 

▪ CFCCU allows open parking after 5:00pm, but they discussed problems with non-CFCCU 

customers parking at the bank during banking hours, particularly at lunchtime. 

 

Developers/Property Owners Interviewed 
 

▪ All developers made it clear that the City required each of the recent development projects 

to create on-site parking, but the downtown community doesn’t seem to acknowledge 

this fact. 
 

▪ There was a general consensus that there is not a real “parking problem”, just a perception 

problem. 
 

▪ Everyone interviewed felt that the real problem is restaurant and bar employees parking 

close in at prime on-street areas, requiring customers to walk farther. 
 

▪ There was a consensus that office and other non-restaurant/retail daytime employment 

businesses are not considering downtown as a location because of the perceived parking 

shortage.  
 

▪ Quoting one developer verbatim: “In downtown Cedar Falls you can park free all day, you 

just have to walk two blocks”. 
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Summary of Online Survey Results 

The results of the online parking survey were impressive in terms of participation rate, and very 

informative in terms of fleshing out perceptions and attitudes of the community regarding the 

current parking situation downtown. The survey was open for four weeks, from October 29, 2018 

to November 18, 2019. A total of 2,678 completed surveys responses were received, which is a 

tremendous response rate for a city the size of Cedar Falls. Of the total responses, the following 

breakdown shows the number of completed responses by user group: 

 Response Category  Raw Number  Percent of Total Responses 

       Customer         2,162          81% 

       Employee            253          9.5% 

       Business/Property Owner               91           3% 

   Live Downtown             66          2.5% 

          Other            106           4% 

 

As demonstrated above, the overwhelming number of survey respondents identified themselves 

as “Customer/Visitor”. The majority of “Other” responses identified themselves as both “Live and 

work downtown”; or indicated that they work downtown but are also customers.  
 

Survey results show that people are passionate about downtown and want to see it prosper; but 

there is also concern about the level of new apartment developments and the impact on existing 

businesses. The majority of respondents indicated a willingness to walk “One to Two” blocks from 

their parking spot to their destination. Customers indicate a greater willingness to walk farther 

from their parking spot than employees or owners. Customers also indicate that two hours is not 

long enough for a typical visit to downtown.  
 

The survey results show that customers are not as aware of the free, unrestricted on-street parking 

west of Washington Street and east of State Street compared to employees and owners. When 

asked the question: “Who should pay the cost of building and maintaining public parking facilities?”, 

the majority of all respondent groups indicated “City tax dollars”. However, each group also 

expressed acceptance of paid parking, and indicated that customers, business owners and the City 

should all share in the cost of public parking facilities.  
 

The final question of the survey was open-ended that simply asked for suggestions for improving 

the parking in downtown Cedar Falls. A total of 917 individual responses were received. Of these 

total responses, 51% stated that downtown needs more parking and/or that the “City needs to 

build a ramp”. Other themes that emerged include concerns about the City ticketing for overnight 

parking for people who “do the right thing” by not driving home after drinking. The graphs on 

the following pages provide additional summary information on the survey results. Appendix A 

includes additional survey information from the first public workshop; with summary reports in 

electronic format included in the final report deliverables to the City.  
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Reason for Visiting Downtown 

 

 

Who Should Pay for Public Parking? 
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Final Open-ended Question Responses 

 

 

Sample Open-ended Question Responses 
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SECTION III – EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS 
 

Parking Inventory 
 

The first element of our work plan was to inventory all parking in the downtown study area. WGI 

field technicians recorded parking inventory in electronic GIS format. Data collected included on-

street parking and off-street parking, to include both public and private parking facilities. Based 

on our field data, we produced a number of different GIS maps to show the types of on-street 

parking (parallel, angled, 90 degree). We also recorded time limits and other regulations as they 

currently exist - such as time limits, ADA parking space, 15-minute spaces, etc.  
 

The results of our data collection show the following breakdown of existing parking in the 

downtown study area: 
 

On-street Parking  Off-street Parking Total Parking 

     652 Spaces      1,299 Spaces 1,951 Spaces 
  

 On-street Public Off-street Public Off-street Private Total Parking 

    652 (33.5%)      372 (19%)       927 (47.5%)                   1,951 
 

As shown above, off-street public parking represents only 19% of the total downtown parking 

supply. There is almost three times the amount of private off-street parking (927 spaces) than 

public off-street parking (372 spaces). Unfortunately, a significant portion of the private off-street 

parking does not allow public parking during the evenings/weekends. Even though we have heard 

anecdotally that most private lots do not actually tow, existing signage threatens evening 

customers with being towed in no uncertain terms. This results in significant amounts of parking 

that is conveniently located, but which is off limits to customers and visitors during the evening 

dining and entertainment period when the parking demand is the greatest. 

 

The breakdown of on-street parking by type is as follows: 
 

  Parallel  Angled  90 Degree Total 

    361     206        85   652 

 

The breakdown of on-street by regulation is as follows: 
 

24-Hour 2-Hour       1-Hour 30 Minutes  15 Minutes  12 Minute Total 

   320    296            3       25           4          4   652   

 

Detailed GIS mapping can be found in Appendix B. At the completion of the study effort, all GIS 

electronic files and maps will be provided as a final deliverable to the City. 
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Parking Occupancy and Utilization 
 

Once the parking inventory was completed WGI field technicians performed parking occupancy 

counts on multiple data collection days during peak lunchtime and evening demand periods. We 

collected lunchtime car count data on four (4) data collection days that were performed on 

Thursday October 25th, 2018; Wednesday December 5th; Thursday December 6th; and on Friday 

December 7th, 2018. We performed evening counts at 7:00pm Thursday, October 25th and 26th 

and on Wednesday, December 5th, 2018. Finally, we were specifically in town to observe the 

“Mingle and Jingle on Main” special event that was held on December 6th, 2018. 
 

It is worth noting that the month of December is the busiest month of the year in terms of parking 

demand, according to the Urban Land Institute’s (ULI) Shared Parking publication. Considering 

this, we believe the conditions we observed and documented in December represent seasonal 

“peak” downtown parking demand. It is also worth noting that parking facilities are considered to 

be operating at maximum efficiency when parking utilization reaches 85% of supply. At 85% 

occupancy, patrons can typically find a parking space within the 15% “cushion” of available supply. 

However, once a parking facility reaches 90% utilization (or greater) it is considered to be 

effectively full. With utilization levels above 90%, parkers become frustrated trying to find a 

parking space within the limited number of available spaces that remain open. 
 

The results of our parking utilization counts and field observations show that the area in the 

northeast quadrant of downtown, north of 5th Street and east of Washington Street, as the high 

demand area of downtown (area inside white dashed line). Other than the Cedar Falls Public 

Library and Community Center parking lot, which is busy during daytime periods, parking demand 

south of 5th Street and west of Washington Street drops off significantly. Other than the “Jingle 

and Mingle on Main” special event where we observed high demand everywhere within the study 

area, we documented ample parking supply within a two block walk west of Main and south of 5th 

Street. (Special event parking observations are discussed in a following section of this report). 
 

Weekday lunchtime occupancy counts show average on-street occupancies of 84%; average off-

street public parking utilization at 85%; and an average private off-street parking occupancy of 

56% within the high demand northeast quadrant. The 56% available parking in off-street private 

lots equals an average of 155 open parking spaces during peak lunch demand periods. The busiest 

lunchtime we recorded was Friday, December 7th which was the day after the Jingle and Mingle 

event. Peak occupancies reached 95% on-street; 96% for off-street public lots; and 59% average 

utilization in private off-street lots. On this peak lunch day, we recorded a combined 141 open 

parking spaces that were unused on 4th Street and in the Viking Pump and River Place private 

parking lots. 
 

When we add unused on-street parking west of Washington Street (67 spaces) and parking 

available to the public south of 5th Street (50 spaces), we recorded a total of 117 additional unused 

parking spaces within a two to three block walking distance from Main Street.  
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Peak Lunchtime Occupancy in Northeast Quad 

Showing Private Lot Occupancy 

 

Peak Lunchtime Occupancy in Northeast Quad  

Showing Available Parking Within Two to Three Blocks of Main Street 
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Evening Parking Demand 
 

The land use mix downtown is dominated by restaurants and bars, which creates higher evening 

parking demand than daytime demand. This evening parking demand is compounded by 

residential parking demand from upper-story apartments in existing, historic Main Street 

buildings who are also searching for parking in the evenings (not the new apartments who have 

their own parking on site). The general activity patterns we observed show that parking demand 

starts to decrease by mid-afternoon, but then picks up again between 4:00pm and 5:00pm. Peak 

evening demand typically occurs between 7:00pm and 8:00pm. After 9:00pm, overall activity starts 

to decrease and parking demand drops rather significantly.  
 

The results of our evening car counts show an average on-street occupancy of 86% at the 7:00pm 

peak demand period; an average occupancy of 87% for public off-street lots; and private lot 

occupancies within the core area at 56% average occupancy. This represents an average of 159 

unused parking spaces available in the private lots during typical peak evening demand periods. 

The highest parking demand evening was observed on Friday, October 26th, 2018 which showed 

an on-street occupancy of 90%; off-street public lots occupied at 89%; and private lots within the 

core area showing 52% occupancy. At 90% on-street and 89% off-street occupancies, public 

parking was effectively full. 

 

While on-street and off-street public parking was effectively full at peak demand on Friday 

October 26 at 7:00pm, private lots and parking on 4th Street showed significant availability. A total 

of 167 open parking spaces were observed within the combined parking areas of 4th Street, the 

Viking Pump lot and the River Place back lot. Specifically, 4th Street east of State showed an 

occupancy of only 17%, representing 46 open parking spaces; the River Place back lot was at 48% 

total occupancy, representing 60 open parking spaces; and the Viking Pump lot was operating at 

12% occupancy, representing 61 open parking spaces. 
 

The underutilization of private off-street parking in the evenings after 5:00pm has been 

documented in every data collection count that was conducted. This condition underscores the 

fact that parking exempt districts are good public policy for downtown urban centers, and that 

requiring individual land uses to create their own on-site parking is bad public policy. When 

individual land uses are required to create their own on-site parking based on antiquated parking 

ratios, the typical result is an oversupply of private parking that is not shared with other land uses. 
 

Our data collection and field observations verified that public parking supply within the core area 

of Main Street is operating at maximum efficiency during typical evenings, but it reached full 

capacity on a Friday evening in late October. This was Halloween weekend, so it is assumed that 

this particular Friday was busier than a “typical” Friday evening. As we discuss in our findings and 

recommendations, the ability to convince private parking lots to allow public parking in the 

evenings after normal business hours is of prime importance, and this alone can greatly alleviate 

any perceived or actual parking shortage in the core downtown area. 
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Observed Parking Occupancies, Friday Evening 7:00pm 

On-Street and Off-street Public Parking at Maximum Occupancy 

 

Observed Parking Occupancies, Friday Evening 7:00pm 

Showing Available Parking Within Two to Three Blocks of Main Street 
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Cedar Falls Signs That Allow Public Parking 

 

Example of Shared Parking Signs from Other Cities 
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Special Event Observations 
 

We were in Cedar Falls on December 6th to specifically observe the holiday special event “Jingle 

and Mingle on Main”. In speaking with the CMS Director, we understand this popular event is 

considered to be a typical, if not small-scale event for downtown; and that other events in the 

summer are larger in size and longer in duration.  

 

WGI staff performed car counts at Noon; 4:00pm; and 6:00pm on the day of the event. We did not 

perform any additional car counts after 6:00pm because virtually every parking spot in the entire 

study area was fully parked. In fact, we observed many instances were cars were parked illegally. 

In some instances, illegally parked cars were parked at intersections and blocking driveways and 

alleys. We also observed considerable traffic in the form of cars circling the streets looking for a 

parking space.  
 

Based on our observations, we believe better special event parking and traffic management could 

help to reduce traffic congestion during special events. Listed below are some initial ideas that we 

believe could help to reduce traffic and better guide event attendees to available parking assets 

for future special events.  
 

▪ Develop a more formalized agreement between private lot owners and CMS to use private 

lots during special events, the Library lot (after normal hours), the large private lots south 

of 5th Street, the Viking Pump lot, and the River Place back lot. 
 

▪ Once agreements are in place, better manage parking and traffic by specifically advertising 

and directing parkers to these outlying lots through communications, maps, event 

webpage, etc. as part of the pre-event messaging. 
 

▪ During larger events, have volunteer flaggers direct traffic to these designated special 

event parking areas.  
 

▪ For larger events, consider offering shuttle service that connects outlying parking areas 

with the event venue.  
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Heat Map of Jingle and Mingle on Main Special Event 

December 6 – Noon 

 

Heat Map of Jingle and Mingle on Main Special Event 

December 6 – 4:00pm 
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Heat Map of Jingle and Mingle on Main Special Event 

December 6 – 6:00pm 

 
Illegally Parked Cars During Special Event 
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Parking Revenue & Expense Analysis 
 

For our financial analysis, we obtained actual year-end revenue and expense reports for fiscal 

years FY2012 through FY 2018. (The City’s fiscal year runs from July 1st to June 30th). We were also 

able to obtain revenue information from previous years prior to street meters being removed from 

the downtown area in 2001. Street meters were removed from the College Hill area in 2005. As 

illustrated in the bar charts that follow, the City’s parking revenues for the fast five years is 

significantly lower than previous years when street meters were still in use.  
 

Total parking revenues have remained somewhat constant over the past five years however, 

averaging $180,240 annually. This compares to total revenues of $336,000 in FY 2003 prior to the 

street meters being removed. On the expense side, the City has managed operating expenses well 

and has been able to hold expenses to an average of $145,396 over the past four years. Revenue 

from parking violations has declined over the past five years, which is due in part to reduced 

staffing hours for parking enforcement in an effort to reduce operating costs. Cedar Falls retains 

all fine revenues in the Parking Fund, which is good fiscal policy for the public parking system. 
 

By holding the line on operating expenses, the parking system has generated net income of about 

$34,000 on average over the past four years. These net revenues after expenses have been 

deposited into the parking fund at the end of each year and retained for future capital 

improvements. At the end of FY2018, the parking fund had a balance of $907,702. 

 

 

 

Total Parking System Operating Revenues 
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Parking Meter Revenue History 

 

Monthly Permit Revenue History 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Net Operating Income 
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Total Parking System Violations Revenue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Downtown Violations Revenue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parking Fund Year-end Balances 
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Parking Enforcement Program 
 

The Cedar Falls parking enforcement program is under the direction of the City Clerk, but it was 

formerly under the Police Department. The majority of enforcement is performed by non-police 

enforcement personnel, however, all sworn Police Officers can issue parking tickets. Parking 

enforcement activity is split between the College Hill area and downtown and is currently being 

performed by two (2) parking enforcement part-time personnel. In the past, the City had four (4) 

part-time enforcement personnel, but staffing was reduced in an effort to contain operating costs.  
 

The results of scaled back parking enforcement over the past few years has resulted in a reduction 

in the number of parking tickets written. Based on interviews with enforcement personnel, we 

understand that more tickets are written in the College Hill area than downtown. Daily 

enforcement activity is prioritized to enforce overnight calendar parking violations on College Hill 

first; then shifting to downtown 4-hour lots; then shifting to downtown on-street enforcement in 

in that order. The two enforcement personnel coordinate their patrols and mix their routes from 

day to day. One employee strictly performs enforcement, while the other employee performs 

parking enforcement and meter collections & maintenance. 
 

In 2017, the City purchased new state-of-the-art hand-held computerized ticket writers. Back-end 

ticket processing and tracking is performed by a third-party vendor under a service agreement 

that extends to 2022. The hand-held ticket writers currently in use represent some of the latest 

parking enforcement technology currently on the market and they offer flexibility on back-end 

processing. The City is planning to upgrade the ticket writers in 2019 to full 24/7 wireless 

capabilities. 
 

Looking at downtown parking tickets only, the breakdown of tickets issued in 2018 is as follows: 
 

Violation Type  Number % of Total

  

Exceeded 4 Hours    686       34% 

All Night Parking    481       24% 

Expired Meter     453       22% 

Overtime     298       15% 

Signs Prohibit       81        4% 

Warning Ticket      16        1% 

ADA Violation         1        N/A 

Total   2,016 
 

All overnight violation tickets are written by Cedar Falls Police officers. Based on comments from 

stakeholders interviewed, the online survey, and the initial public workshop, this overnight parking 

ban is not popular. People feel that bar and restaurant patrons are being punished for “doing the 

right thing” and not driving home after drinking. This policy issue is discussed further in later 

sections of this report. 
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History of Total Parking Tickets Issued City-Wide 

 

History of Downtown Tickets Issued 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image of New Hand-Held Electronic Ticket Writer 
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Current Policies and Regulations 
 

The majority of public parking in the downtown area is free, time limited parking that is enforced 

Monday through Friday from 9:00am to 5:00pm. Parking in the City lots is limited to four hours. 

The City sells monthly permits at a cost of $20 per month. The City also offers deeply discounted 

senior parking permits at a cost of $10 for the year. Parking permits are universal in that the permit 

holder can park in any lot on College Hill or downtown, including at metered spaces. The only 

exception is a small area in Lot H where signs prohibit permit parking. Approximately 70 permits 

are issued per month on average downtown. The City also offers construction permits at a cost of 

$20 per month or $2.00 per day. 
 

Each downtown City lot has a small number of parking meters that allow for 10-hour paid parking. 

In total, there are 38 metered spaces in the downtown lots. The meters are old Duncan brand 

mechanical meters that are not programmable and which only accept coins. The existing meters 

are so old that replacement parts are no longer available and must be scavenged from other 

meters no longer in use. I summary, these existing meters are obsolete and beyond their useful 

lifespan. 
 

On-street parking is free with a two-hour time limit on Main Street, State Street, and on the side 

streets just off of Main. Street parking west of Washington Street and east of State Street is 

primarily free, no time limit parking. There is also a handful of 15-minute spaces (4), and a total of 

25 thirty-minute spaces that are located near City Hall and the Post Office. Current policy allows 

cars to move within the two-hour areas throughout the day. As mentioned earlier, overnight 

parking is prohibited on Main Street and other close-in streets just off of Main. Overnight parking 

is allowed on State Street between 2nd Street and 4th Street. 
 

Streets Where Overnight Parking Prohibited 
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SECTION V – PARKING IMPACT ANALYSES 
 

Background & Discussion 
 

Under current planning and zoning codes, new construction projects in the downtown C-3 Zone 

are not required to provide on-site parking for commercial uses. However, on-site parking is 

required for new residential construction in the C-3 zone at a ratio of one (1) space per bedroom, 

plus one (1) stall for every five (5) units in excess of five (5) units for visitor parking. Parking is also 

required for hotels at a ratio of one (1) stall per guestroom, plus one (1) stall for every two 

employees. The Hampton Inn, the 200 West 1st Street development, and the River Place 

developments all created on-site parking as required by zoning. 
 

The C-3 residential parking requirement under the Cedar Falls Planning and Zoning Code is 

actually more stringent than the widely accepted parking ratios published by the Institute of 

Transportation Engineers (ITE) and the Urban Land Institute (ULI). For example, the ITE and ULI 

ratios recommend 1.5 space per rental unit apartment regardless of number of bedrooms, plus 

.15 spaces per unit for visitor parking. For hotels, the ITE/ULI ratio is slightly different from the 

Cedar Falls required parking with a recommended ratio of .9 stalls per guestroom, plus .25 spaces 

per employee. 
 

In its publication “Shared Parking” the ULI recognized that different land uses consume parking 

at different times of the day and that urban mixed-use developments can “share” the same 

parking. For example, a hotel consumes parking overnight compared to office uses that consume 

parking during the day. In practice, both land uses can share the same parking facility. If ITE/ULI 

parking ratios are applied in the aggregate for each land use in a mixed-use urban development, 

the result is over prescribed parking requirements.  
 

Additional factors such as “captive market reductions”, “market synergies” and the availability of 

public transit can all combine to reduce actual parking demand in urban mixed-use projects. 

Captive market reductions account for customers and patrons that are either already parked (such 

as office workers staying after work and walking to a bar/restaurant; or residents who are parked 

at their apartment complexes and walk to their dining venues). Market synergies account for the 

“park once” concept of mixed-use downtowns. For example, someone staying after a salon 

appointment and  walking to a dining or drinking establishment afterward while parked at the 

same spot. 
 

Based on the ULI Shared Parking publication, parking reduction factors of 15% to 40% or greater 

can be realized by a combination of shared demand reductions, captive market reductions, and 

market synergies. For our parking impact analyses, we used the ULI shared parking model and we 

applied a captive market reduction factor of 25%. In other words, we are assuming that 25% of 

customers and patrons are not driving alone to downtown but are already parked. Considering 

the lack of public transit in Black Hawk County, we are not factoring for public transit reductions. 

The results of our analysis for each development project are summarized on the following pages. 
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Hampton Inn Hotel Project 
 

The Hampton Inn under construction on the north side of 1st Street will include 127 hotel rooms 

and an estimated ten (10) daytime employees. Because this is a stand-alone hotel and not a 

mixed-use development, there is no shared demand reductions to attempt to model. Based on 

the City’s parking requirement of one (1) space per guestroom, plus one (1) stall for every two (2) 

employees, the project was required to provide 132 total on-site parking spaces, which the 

developer met based on the site plan submitted. Based on the ULI recommended parking ratio, 

this project would potentially generate a total parking demand of 138 spaces at maximum 

occupancy. 
 

Keeping in mind that the ULI parking demand estimate assumes maximum peak demand at full 

occupancy, it is our opinion that the Hampton Inn project has enough parking on-site that it will 

not negatively impact Main Street businesses. In fact, because the hotel’s parking demand will 

occur in the evenings and overnight, the on-site hotel parking could potentially be available to 

Main Street customers and employees during the day. Moving forward, we recommend that the 

City/CMS engage ownership of the hotel to try to encourage them to allow parking for non-hotel 

business during the daytime when hotel activity is at its lowest. 
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200 West 1St Development 
 

The 200 West 1st development includes 50 residential units and a total of 6,800 SF of retail. The 

retail is subdivided into four (4) individual retail spaces which we understand are pre-leased. Under 

C-3 zoning there is no parking requirement for the retail/commercial area, but residential parking 

is required at a ratio of one (1) space per studio, two (2) stalls for each standard two-bedroom 

apartment, plus one (1) visitor stall for every five (5) units in excess of five (5) units. Applying these 

local zoning requirements results in a total of 63 on-site parking spaces. The site plan approved 

includes a total of 64 on-site parking spaces. 
 

When we input the mix of residential units and retail area through the shared parking demand 

model (based on ULI recommended parking ratios), the result is an estimated parking demand of 

97 cars at full occupancy. To reiterate, the ULI shared demand model estimates the maximum 

parking demand on the busiest days of the year – a condition which may only occur a few days 

out of the year. While the 200 West 1st development is only creating 64 spaces on-site, there are 

currently 24 on-street spaces on the surrounding block face where the project is located. Adding 

these 24 on-street spaces increases the available parking supply to 88 total spaces.  
 

Considering its specific location and the amount of unused on-street parking in this part of the 

downtown district, we believe the combination of on-site and nearby street parking is sufficient 

to support this development project without negatively impacting existing Main Street businesses.  
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River Place at Full Buildout 
 

The River Place development has been constructed in phases over time. The “MU2” building 

currently under construction is the final building of this development. Based on the latest 

information we received from the City and the developer, the project includes the following 

breakdown of land uses: 120 total residential units; 20,000SF of office; 6,000SF of restaurant; and 

16,000SF of retail space. As part of the development agreement between the developer and the 

City, the developer was required to reconstruct the former Lot D and to provide a minimum of 94 

parking spaces that are to be open to the public. In addition to the 94 public parking spaces in 

the former Lot D, the project will include 41 private surface spaces adjacent to the MU2 mixed-

use building that are to be used by tenants of MU2.  

 

The C-3 zoning district does not require on-site parking for commercial uses but does require 

residential parking at a ratio of one (1) stall per bedroom, plus one (1) stall for every five (5) units 

over five (5) units for visitor parking. Based on this residential parking requirement, the project 

includes a total of 156 surface parking spaces, plus 70 covered spaces for a total of 226 on-site 

parking spaces. These 226 parking spaces do NOT include the 94 public spaces that were required 

under the development agreement. 
 

The results of our shared parking demand modeling indicate a peak parking demand of 293 

parking spaces, with an estimated peak demand day on a weekend in December. To reiterate, the 

ULI shared demand modeling estimates the busiest days of the year at full occupancies of all 

buildings, which in reality will only occur a few days per year. As the illustration below 

demonstrates, our analysis of parking adequacy for the River Place development at full buildout 

did not include the 94 public spaces in the former Lot D. However, our analysis did include nearby 

on-street parking in our final calculations.  
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River Place at Full Buildout (Cont.) 
 

Our analysis shows there is sufficient parking between on-site parking and nearby street parking 

to support the River Place development at full buildout. Our opinion of parking adequacy is based 

in part on the field data we collected that consistently showed parking availability in the River 

Place back lot and on 4th Street. If the Viking Pump lot can be brought into the mix for evening 

parking, the total parking supply is increased to 403 spaces for a project that is estimated to 

generate a parking demand of 293 spaces.  
 

The primary challenge will be protecting the 94 spaces in Lot D for public use in support of Main 

Street businesses who rely heavily on this parking lot. We believe that introducing paid parking 

will be the best way to protect public parking in Lot D from being consumed by River Place tenants 

and residents. This combined with more robust on-street parking enforcement should result in a 

better managed parking situation than what currently exists.  
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SECTION V – COMPARABLE CITY ANALYSIS 
 

Whenever we perform a downtown parking study like the one in Cedar Falls, we like to include a 

comparable city analysis as part of our work effort. By analyzing other similar cities, we can get an 

understanding of parking rates that are charged, the technologies used, how other downtowns 

treat parking enforcement, and how other cities pay for operations and debt service. Initially, our 

analysis included the Iowa cities of Ames, Dubuque, Iowa City and Waterloo based on early 

recommendations from the parking study committee. However, after our first public workshop we 

received a number of comments from people who felt that Waterloo and Iowa City were not valid 

comparisons for Cedar Falls. 
 

Based on this feedback, our comparable city analysis was changed to remove Iowa City and 

Waterloo and replace them with the cities of Marion  and Ottumwa, which are closer in population 

size to Cedar Falls. However, after researching Marion and Ottumwa we learned that neither city 

has a defined parking program, so no further research was performed on these two cities other 

than general population and mode split comparisons. In addition to the two cities of Ames and 

Dubuque that are included in our in-depth analysis, we also collected parking rate information 

from other Iowa cities that charge for parking.  
 

The main take away of the comparable city analysis is that Cedar Falls is quite unique and there 

does not appear to be another city in Iowa that has a downtown quite like Cedar Falls. It also 

underscores the challenges faced by downtown Cedar Falls in trying to maintain a small town feel 

in a downtown district that is becoming more densely urbanized with new development. 

 

 

Population and Mean Household Income Comparisons 
 

(Source: US Census 2017 American Community Survey). 
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Travel to Work Mode Splits 
 

As the travel to work modal split graphs demonstrate, Iowa is a region of the country that relies 

heavily on single occupancy vehicles and does not offer much in terms of public transit options. 

Other than Ames (which has a higher rate of public transit ridership and a lower drove alone rate 

than the national average), all of the Iowa cities in our analysis showed “Drove Alone” modal splits 

that are above the national average. We were encouraged to see that Cedar Falls has a higher 

bike commute mode split and walk to work mode split than the national averages in both 

categories. (Source: US Census 2017 American Community Survey). 

 

Travel to Work Drove Alone / Carpooled Mode Splits 

 

Travel to Work Biked / Walked Mode Splits 

 

Travel to Work Public Transit Mode Split 
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Downtown Ames, Iowa 

Ames is the largest city that was included in our study with a 

population of 64,073. It is home to Iowa State University. The city 

offers on-street and off-street surface parking in a total of ten (10) 

public parking lots, but no structured parking downtown. The City manages a total of 

approximately 1,720 public parking spaces under the Police Department’s Parking Division. 

Enforcement is staffed by one full time and 11 part time, non-sworn Community Safety Officers. 

Overtime/expired meter fines are $5 and increase to $10 after seven days if unpaid.  

The City issues approximately 11,000 parking tickets per year in the downtown district. Total city-

wide fine revenues average about $375,000 per year. All fine revenues go to the City’s Parking 

Fund and these revenues are retained for capital repairs and improvements. Parking meters are 

older version “POM” meters that accept coins and pre-paid “Smart Cards”. The meters do not 

accept credit cards, but the City does offer “ParkMobile” for electronic payments. Ames uses 

Duncan “Autocite” for back-end electronic ticket processing, the same vendor as Cedar Falls. 

Downtown Ames does not have a parking exempt area or zone. There is no parking board or 

committee, but the City coordinates with the Downtown Ames District for special events and 

special requests. Total annual revenues from fines and fees was $521,203 in the past fiscal year. 

The Ames parking system is branded as “Park Smart”. Meter rates were recently raised to $1.00 

per hour in two-hour stalls; and $.75 per hour in four-hour stalls, which has resulted in negative 

reactions from downtown businesses. 

Ames “Park Smart” Webpage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Downtown Dubuque, Iowa 
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Dubuque is not the largest city included in our analysis, but it does 

have the largest municipal parking operation. The city owns and 

operates six (6) parking structures, fourteen (14) surface lots, and 1,800 

on-street parking meters, representing a total of 5,091 public parking 

spaces. The parking system generates $5.3 million in annual revenue, with annual fine revenues 

of $315,000. All parking revenues go to the parking fund, including fines. Parking meters are 

enforced Monday – Saturday from 8:00am to 5:00pm. The overtime/expired meter base fine is 

$10 which increases to $15 if not paid after seven days. 

The City currently has Duncan “Eagle” single-space electronic meters deployed. These early 

generation electronic meters were an improvement over mechanical meters, but they do not 

accept credit cards and they are time consuming to re-program compared to current meter 

technology. Even though the older meters do not accept credit cards, customers can pay at the 

meter using the Passport Parking mobile app. The City is planning to replace its current meter 

fleet with “smart meters” and has recently completed a pilot program testing smart meter 

technology from Municipal Parking Solutions (MPS).  

The municipal parking operation is managed under the Department of Transportation services, 

with a Director of Transportation; one Operations Supervisor and fourteen (14) maintenance and 

operations staff. Parking enforcement is conducted by 7 part time non-police enforcement 

personnel. The City generates approximately 32,000 parking violations per year. The City uses 

“AIMS” for its back-end ticket processing and they are very happy with this vendor. There is no 

formal parking board or committee, and the City does not have a parking exempt district. The 

Dubuque parking system relies on parking revenues, TIF revenues and a minimum assessment 

from the Diamond Jo Casino to pay for operations and debt service. Once existing debt service is 

paid off in 2021, the City is hopeful that TIF support will no longer be needed. 

City of Dubuque Parking Webpage 
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Parking Fees and Rates Charged by Other Iowa Cities 

The cities of Ames, Des Moines, Dubuque and Urbandale all have meter enforcement hours that 

include Saturdays. The lowest on-street meter rate is charged in Davenport at $.50 cents per hour. 

Des Moines and Urbandale charge the highest rate at $1.25 per hour. The average on-street prime 

rate is $1.00 per hour. The average low monthly permit rate is $58; with an average high monthly 

permit rate of $80 per month.  
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SECTION VI – FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

**UNDER CONSTRUCTION** 
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